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Technological aspects on the fabrication of silicon-based optical
accelerometer with ARROW structures
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Abstract

The fabrication and characterization of an optical accelerometer based on silicon technology and using BESOI wafers is presented.
Instead of the standard total internal reflection (TIR) waveguides, AntiResonant Reflecting Optical Waveguides (ARROW) have been used.
On the basis of a quad beam accelerometer design, a sensing waveguide has been placed on the seismic mass. Its misalignment with the
waveguides located at the frame allows measuring the acceleration. The mechanical structure has been designed so as to have a span of
2�m, that should provide with a sensitivity of 4.6 dB/g. Reference waveguides measured by end-fire coupling have low radiation and
insertion losses (0.3 and 2.5 dB, respectively). High insertion losses are observed due to imperfections in polishing when V-grooves with
glass anodic bonding are used. This fact causes the reduction of its sensibility to 2.3 dB/g.
© 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

To overcome the inherent problems of electrical-based
accelerometers, as could be temperature dependence, low
sensitivity and non-stable output under electromagnetic in-
terference (EMI)[1], there has been several proposals of
optical-based accelerometers, both using integrated optics
[2] and fiber optics[3]. The complete immunity against EMI
and the possibility of having the light sources far from the
device also makes them extremely useful in explosive atmo-
spheres or where a strong electromagnetic field is present.

Up to date, the most common light guiding structures used
on optical accelerometers have a high refractive index etched
layer (frequently silicon nitride) in a cantilever configura-
tion [4]. Although they could be considered as optimum for
MOEMS applications, it has to be noted that these waveg-
uides normally have thicknesses around 0.2�m. If it is taken
into account that a standard monomode optical fiber has a
4�m core, the high difference between the cross-section of
both structures is the main responsible of the high inser-
tion losses (>20 dB) of these waveguides in the visible range
when light is inserted by end-fire coupling.
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In order to overcome the high insertion losses of the high
step-index waveguides it is necessary to obtain core dimen-
sions similar to that of the single mode fiber optics. To our
knowledge, it is not possible to obtain, by conventional clean
room deposition techniques, such thicknesses of silicon ni-
tride films due to the mechanical stresses, which cause the
layer to crack if its thick exceeds from 0.6�m. Other ma-
terials, for example silicon oxide, can be deposited with the
required thickness. However, working with TIR waveguides
with a small refractive index difference between the core
and the surrounding layers requires thick surrounding layers
in order to avoid that the evanescent field reaches the silicon
substrate.

An alternative approach that allows obtaining waveguides
with core comparable to that of the fiber optics are the AR-
ROW structures, the configuration of which is shown in
Fig. 1. They have received recently much attention due to
its interesting properties[5]. Guiding in these waveguides
is achieved via the Fabry Perot interferometer placed be-
neath the core. With a fixed core thickness (dc) and refrac-
tive indexes of the core and the two cladding layers (nc, n1
and n2, respectively), there exist some values for the first
and second cladding layers (d1 andd2) where a ultra-high
reflection (>99.96%) at the core-1st cladding boundary is
observed for the TE0. At the upper core-air boundary, the
guiding is caused by standard TIR. Generally, the modes of
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Fig. 1. Standard configuration and refractive index profile of ARROW
structures. The darker the gray, the higher the refractive index is.

these structures are leaky modes since all of them present
losses. Nevertheless, if the antiresonant pair is properly con-
figured, theoretical losses for the fundamental mode are as
low as 0.08 dB/cm. On the contrary, higher order modes are
filtered out since the antiresonant layers are not properly sin-
tonized. Hence, this structure has monomode behavior for
core thickness of the same size as the fiber optics, minimiz-
ing the insertion losses.

2. Design and simulation

The basic configuration of the accelerometer is presented
in Fig. 2. The quad beam mechanical structure[6], as com-
pared with the cantilever configuration, presents the clear
advantage to have a flat displacement in the sensing direction
(y-axis). Thence, the misalignment between the waveguides
located at the frame and at the mass is only produced in one
axis. In order to collect as much light power as possible, the
beam broadening in each cut has been compensated by mak-
ing the waveguides progressively wider in thex-axis (14, 30
and 50�m the input, the sensing and the output waveguide,
respectively). Nevertheless, the most important broadening
is produced in they-axis, and it has been considered by re-
ducing the step distance to 24�m. If the mass was broken,
the configuration will be an input and output aligned waveg-
uides distanced a length slightly larger than the seismic mass
(4000�m). Thence, extremely high losses should be ob-
tained, conferring an auto-test system. Finally, the proposed
accelerometer is a combination of two opposite technolo-
gies: the micromechanized, which requires single layers in
order not to have bending due to differences in the thermal
expansion coefficients, and the ARROW, which is a multi-

Fig. 2. Scheme of the quad beam optical accelerometer design.

layered structure with high mechanical stresses. The agree-
ment with both technologies can be achieved if the waveg-
uides are only placed in the bulk parts of the accelerometer
(i.e., in the middle of the seismic mass) and maintaining the
most sensitive silicon parts of the accelerometer (the beams
and the corners) free of any other material than silicon.

Optical simulations of the device losses as a function of
the seismic mass displacement were done using the finite
difference method (FDM)[7] together with the beam propa-
gation method (BPM)[8]. Although Si3N4/SiO2-based AR-
ROW structures had previously been studied[9], it was nec-
essary to analyze the effects of the misalignment between
the waveguide on the seismic mass and the waveguides lo-
cated at the frame.

Fig. 3shows a lateral view of the light intensity propagat-
ing through the device. When all the waveguides are aligned
(a), a minimum loss is presented. As the seismic mass starts
moving, the misalignment causes a sharp increase of the
losses (b) and (c). If the seismic mass is broken, that is, if
there is no intermediate waveguide, losses reach its maxi-
mum, as observed inFig. 3d. Hence, it was possible to define
the two linear regions shown inFig. 4, with an optical sen-
sitivity of 4.6 dB/g into which the losses are proportional to
the misalignment. In order to confirm the behavior predicted
by simulations, the span of the accelerometer was fixed to
2�m.

Once the working region was established, the mechan-
ical properties were chosen so as to fulfill the optical
requirements. Mechanical optimization of the structure

Fig. 3. Optical simulation of the waveguide misalignment: (a) no mis-
alignment, (b) 30% misalignment, (c) 60% misalignment and (d) without
intermediate waveguide.
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Fig. 4. Losses as a function of the waveguide misalignment, showing the
two large linear regions.

Table 1
Maximum displacement of the mass and misalignment between the waveg-
uides on the frame and on the mass versus the three directions of the
acceleration

Acceleration (1g) Maximum mass
displacement (�m)

Waveguides
misalignment
(�m)

Y-direction 1.050 1.050
X-direction 0.105 0
Z-direction 0.202 0.202

was done via the finite element method (FEM) using AN-
SYS 5.7. The beams of the accelerometer were designed
to have a mechanical sensitivity of 1�m/g. Thence, the
analytical total losses at maximum range are 4.6 dB. The
cross-sensitivities were also simulated and are presented
in Table 1. It can be observed that although misalignment
obtained matched with the expected mass movement, there
exists significant cross-acceleration effects: the mass dis-
placement is 0.202�m/g for z-accelerations and 0.105 for
x-accelerations. It has to be noted, however, that since the
waveguide is located at the center of the seismic mass,
movements on thex-direction would not affect its relative
position. Thus, the device is completely insensitive to accel-
erations in thex-direction. Modal simulations were done to
estimate the natural frequency of the devices. The simulated
frequency for the lowest mode is 489 Hz.

3. Fabrication

Accelerometers were fabricated on a N type, (1 0 0)
oriented, 450�m thick Bond and Etch Back Silicon On
Insulator (BESOI) wafers from ShinEtsu[10]. Thickness
of the upper silicon and buried silicon layers are 15 and
2�m, respectively. In these substrates is grown the second
cladding layer (2�m of silicon dioxide), obtained by wet
oxidation at 1000◦C. First cladding is a 0.38�m LPCVD
silicon nitride obtained at 700◦C. Core layer consists in

Fig. 5. Wafer status after ARROW waveguide definition.

a PECVD-deposited silicon oxide, with refractive index
n = 1.485. This layer is 3.5�m etched using RIE in order to
assure cross-section confinement. Finally, a 2�m PECVD
silicon oxide layer was deposited over the waveguides so as
to protect them against dust or scratches that would cause
an increase of the device losses, not due to the working
principle, but to defects in its guiding structures.

The following step was the complete removal of all the
ARROW layers from the substrate except where the rib has
been defined (Fig. 5). Concretely, the technological process
mask were designed so as to leave the ARROW structure
only at 100�m in distance from the rib.

Layer thicknesses to be etched were significantly high.
This forces using aluminum as a mask material. Microme-
chanical structure was defined in two steps: firstly, an
anisotropic etching in KOH at the back of the wafer pro-
vided the three-dimensional structure. Anisotropic etching
was done in KOH. As compared to TMAH, the former
has a higher selectivity on etching (1 0 0) and (1 1 1) planes
(which provides with a better accuracy on obtaining the ex-
pected geometry) and a minor lateral etching (which allows
defining smaller convex corner compensation structures).
Moreover, due to the KOH selectivity, either in the (1 1 1)
and silicon oxide etching rate, the etching is automatically
stopped at (1 1 1) planes and when the buried silicon oxide
layer is reached (Fig. 6). Once the wafer was defined at the
back, a photolithographic step with thick (6�m) photore-

Fig. 6. Wafer status: (a) after anisotropic etching from the backside and
(b) after dry etching from the front side to release the structure.
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Fig. 7. Shadow mask problem during the dry etching: (a) with standard
photolithographic step and (b) after overexposition.

sist, followed by a dry etching RIE at the front released the
accelerometer.

As can be observed inFig. 7a, the shadowing mask effect
appeared during the dry etching process, which prevented
from releasing the structure. This inappropriate photolitho-
graphic step can be understood if it is taken into account
that there was a high step (8.38�m) between the silicon
substrate and the passivation layer (that forces using a thick
photoresist to cover it). Thence, in order to have a good def-
inition of the seismic mass on the front, it was necessary to
do an overexposition. As can be observed inFig. 7b, results
obtained were clearly satisfactory and seismic mass was lib-
erated from the frame.

Although the accelerometer fabrication could be consid-
ered as finished at this point, the devices were extremely
fragile and cracked easily. For this reason a glass wafer
(Pyrex #7740) previously mechanized was bonded on the
back of the silicon wafer, as shown inFig. 8.

Fig. 8. Wafer status after anodic bonding to a glass wafer.

Fig. 9. First measurements of the accelerometer with non-stacked input
and output fiber optics.

4. Characterization

Reference waveguides were measured by end-fire cou-
pling so as to determine the radiation and insertion losses
at λ = 633 nm and provided with results of 0.3 dB/cm and
2.5 dB, respectively. First measurements done as shown
in Fig. 9 with the optical accelerometer showed losses of
6.8 dB. However, both the input and output fiber optics
were able to move freely. Then, it was not possible to do
an accurate characterization of the device, since it was the
uncertainty whether the measured losses were due to the
seismic mass displacement and not to or to the misalign-
ment between the input/output fiber optics and the device.
Placing the fiber optics in V-groove made of silicon solved
this problem. The accelerometer was firstly fixed to a mech-
anized aluminum piece that has a slight minor length than
the accelerometers. V-grooves were then able to move in
the three axis until they were correctly aligned, being then
glued. When the glue dried, two self-aligned pieces were
placed underneath the V-grooves so as to provide the whole
structure with robustness.

Light injection by end-fire coupling requires completely
flat facets in order to minimize insertion losses. Although it
is relatively simple to obtain high-quality facets by silicon
polishing, results are not so optimal when a silicon-glass
substrate has to be polished. The difference on the stiffness
between both materials causes to have a tapered facets and
defects on it. This is the main reason why after stacking
the accelerometer and the V-grooves, losses increased until
18.3 dB, which is two times higher than the value obtained
by simulations. Nevertheless, power obtained at the output
still allows an appropriate optical characterization.

Accelerometer response as a function of the gravitational
field was measured using a Ferris wheel that has a controlled
angular movement in such a way that the acceleration ap-
plied to the device was the projection of this magnitude to
the sensible axis of the device. Results can be seen inFig. 10.
As can be observed, the expected periodical response as
a function of the angle is obtained. It has to be noted that
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Fig. 10. Accelerometer output intensity as function of the gravity field tilt.

losses shown in this figure have been re-ranged, being the
zero fixed for the maximum power output. This has been
done so as to determine the optical accelerometer sensitiv-
ity. It can be observed that minimum losses are not obtained
at 90◦ and 270◦, which provide with an acceleration of 0 g,
but have a slight displacement to 100◦ and 260◦. This value
corresponds to a small misalignment between waveguides
of 0.18�m.

Although the behavior between the two minimum losses
presents a high linearity around the point of minimum losses,
it can be observed that seismic mass displacement does not
cause symmetrical power variations, since at the region be-
tween 0◦ and 90◦ (and also between 270◦ and 360◦) a tail is
observed in the experimental data. This fact can be under-
stood if it is taken into account that waveguides have pas-
sivation that has the same properties as the standard passi-
vation in fiber optics. When the accelerometer suffers from
large negative values of the acceleration, light is partially
injected to the passivation, causing a decrease of the losses.
This fact is not observed at positive acceleration values since
the light injected in the second cladding is fastly absorbed
by the silicon of the seismic mass.

5. Conclusions

An optical accelerometer based on antiresonant waveg-
uides has been designed so as to have an optical sensitivity
of 4.6 dB/g. The fabrication process using BESOI wafers
has proved its viability and reference waveguides presented
the expected low radiation and insertion losses (0.3 dB/cm
and 2.5 dB) at the working wavelength. Although inappro-
priate polishing of the V-grooves have caused a significant
increase of the insertion losses, static measurements done
have provided with the expected response to the accelera-
tion. Measurements done have proved that waveguides only
are 0.18�m misaligned, with a highly lineal but asymmetric
response, due to the passivation.
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